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The Outlook for REITs
Real estate investment trusts (REITs) 
performed poorly in the depths of 
the COVID-19 crisis (March-May 
2020), masking what had been a 
period of strong outperformance 
(close to 30%) for REITs versus the 
market since 2010.

Unlike the GFC, over-geared balance 
sheets were not the trigger – less than half 
of the REITs in the S&P/ASX 300 needed 
to raise COVID-19 equity capital. This 
time around, the crisis for many REITs was 
simply tenants not being able to open, 
with rent collection diving as government 
lockdowns came into force. 

Sector performance has diverged 
significantly in 2020. Industrial plays 
Goodman Group (GMG) – a member 
of the Wilsons Australian Equity Focus 
List – and Charter Hall (CHC) showed 
significant outperformance. Mall 
operators Scentre Group (SCG) and 
Vicinity (VCX) performed poorly, both 
needing to raise capital – hybrid capital 
for SCG and equity for VCX. 

Looking forward, we have become more 
positive on the outlook for REITs as 
domestic economic prospects look set 
to improve. 

We think low interest rates and 
government stimulus will:

Exhibit 1: REITs fell further than the market but have outperformed since the 
market trough in March

S&P/ASX 300 Source: Refinitiv, Wilsons. 
Total Return used for both measures. 

Exhibit 2: Price/NTA valuation suggests the REIT sector is cheap 

Price/NTA Source: Refinitiv, Wilsons. 
Stocks taken as equally weighted average - 

SCG,URW,DXS,MGR,SGP,GPT,VCX,BWP,CMW,CQR,ABP,CQE.

S&P/ASX 300 A-REIT

Long-term Average

Sector valuations appear cheap. 
Traditional REIT valuation measures like 
price/net tangible assets (NTA) suggest 
the sector is ~25% cheap relative to 
the long-term average, and we do not 
believe NTA values sector-wide will be 
under significant pressure. While we are 

likely to see some retreat in office and 
mall values, industrial, residential, and 
large format retail exposures are likely to 
see valuations stabilise or increase. While 
NTA valuations are a lagging valuation 
measure, so far through 2020 NTA 
valuations have risen by +4%. 

For the better structurally positioned 
REITs, COVID-19 is likely to accelerate 
already favourable trends.

1. Lower cap rates

2. Drive retail turnover

3. As lockdowns ease, rent collection will 
improve across the sector
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The Lasting Impact of 
COVID-19
The REIT sector is currently ~15% 
below pre-COVID-19 levels, trailing 
the broader market year to date (YTD) 
on a total return basis. The sector has 
outperformed since the trough in March, 
in part as REITs fell much further than 
the market. 

We have compared earnings estimates 
across large cap REITs pre and  
post-COVID-19. On average earnings 
have fallen 12% from pre-COVID levels. 
We are looking at FY22E to identify any 
potential ‘lasting’ impact from COVID-19.

Only industrial REIT GMG has seen 
earnings upgrades through 2020. Mall 
REITs of VCX and SCG have seen earnings 
fall by ~30%, half of which is from capital 
initiatives and the other half due to a 
deterioration in operating conditions. 

Office REITs Dexus (DXS) and General 
Property Trust (GPT) have seen falls of 
7% and 12%.

Industrial REITs GMG and CHC have 
seen price-to-earnings (PE) multiples 
expand, with an increase in tenant 
demand from the COVID-19-induced 
shift to online shopping and relative 
earnings certainty. Office/CBD REITs 
have seen the largest de-rates. 
Interestingly, retail REIT PE multiples 
are largely unchanged, rallying in recent 
weeks with foot traffic across most REITs 
already close to pre-COVID-19 levels. 

Office exposed REITs DXS, and to a 
lesser extent GPT and Mirvac (MGR), 
have seen the largest PE de-rate. 
Arguably they are the largest potential 
beneficiaries from a vaccine-led 
reopening, given where share prices are 
and the prospects for ending rental relief. 

We remain a little cautious towards 
the office names – the movement of 
people back into offices is going to lag 
other property assets, suppressing rent 
recovery; asset valuations are yet to 
reflect lower potential tenant demand, 
and vacancy rates are rising – which may 
take some time to stabilise. Pure play 
DXS also has a relatively high degree of 
near-term rental expiry risk.  

Exhibit 3: EPS changes pre/post-COVID-19 for large cap REITs 

EPS FY22 (Feb 2020) Source: Refinitiv, Wilsons.  
February versus November 2020. 
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Exhibit 4: PE changes pre/post-COVID-19 for large cap REITs 

PE FY22 (Feb 2020) Source: Refinitiv, Wilsons.  
February versus November 2020. 
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REIT Sector Valuation
We think the sector offers valuation 
and recovery appeal, but it is not 
without risks. The fact that most REITs 
have abandoned any form of guidance 
is reflective of a greater degree of 
earnings uncertainty into 2021 – typically 
REITs are one of the most prolific sectors 
with issuing guidance. 

So how much is in the price? One way 
to look at REIT valuations is to look at 
the spread between the dividend yield 
and the risk-free rate. The current spread 
remains relatively wide at +300bps. The 
long-term average is under +200bps, 
suggesting the sector is broadly 
cheap. The market is looking for sector 
distribution growth -5% in FY21E but is 
expected to recoup all of that in FY22E 
with growth of just under 10% FY22E. 

Exhibit 5: REIT dividend yield versus government bonds suggests the sector  
is cheap 

REITS - FY1 Dividend Yield Source: Refinitiv, Wilsons. AU 10Y Government Bond
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assist AVN at the margin – potentially 
swapping stamp duty for land tax in 
NSW, and numerous incentives in VIC  
for both new and existing builds. 
Combined, these measures could 
potentially lead to increased housing 
turnover benefit for AVN.

Thematically, domestic trends of 
spending on the home, recreation and 
work from home play to AVN’s strengths. 
With assets located in the detached 
housing growth corridors – Brisbane, 
Sydney, Melbourne – AVN earnings 
growth could accelerate ahead of market 
expectations over the medium-term. 
The market is currently looking for EPS 
growth of ~3.5% pa into FY23, with 
FY21 dividend yield of 6.1%. Price/NTA 
multiple of 1.2x.

As a consequence of these two changes, 
we are now market weight REITs in the 
Focus List. 

Our Preferred  
Sector Exposures

Goodman Group (GMG)

Goodman Group (GMG) remains a 
standout investment prospect over the 
medium to long-term driven by the 
large structural thematic of e-commerce 
and the need for modern well-located 
urban industrial properties. 

At 30x PE FY21, that is close to peak 
multiple for GMG. While GMG is  
cum-upgrade into FY21E, we think this 
is largely baked into consensus and the 
share price. With prospects of further 
multiple re-rate more limited following 
a 40% share price rise since March, we 
have reduced exposure from 5% to 3% 
within the Focus List.

Aventus Group (AVN) 

We have added AVN to the Focus List 
at a 4% weighting. Given low index 
weight, this is almost entirely an active 
call. AVN has the potential to grow 
earnings well ahead of the REIT sector 
over the medium-term, in part given 
its comparative size, and secondly its 
exposure to the growth category of 
large format retail.

AVN’s large format retail assets are 
income resilient and occupy large, 
strategically located and high-profile 
sites – particularly those located 
in densely populated high-growth 
precincts. With domestic-focused 
housing spending likely to remain 
buoyant into 2021, we think AVN is 
well placed to benefit from high foot 
traffic, low rents/high cap rates (6.7%) 
and improving housing market – both 
completion and turnover.

Recent NSW/VIC budgets have 
contained policy changes which should 



Exhibit 6: REIT share price performance and current operating conditions

Company Maket 
Cap $Abn Sub Sector Price  

Change (%) P/NTA (x) FY1 Dividend 
Yield (%)

3 Year  
EPSg (%)

3 Year 
DPSg (%) Wilsons Comment

Goodman 
Group

34.3
Industrial 
REITs

38% 3.2 1.6% 11% 6%
COVID-19 beneficiary, 
acceleration of client demand. 
NTA up. 

Scentre 
Group

14.7 Retail REITs -26% 0.8 3.2% -7% -10%
60-70% rent reduction in  
Apr/May. Traffic numbers close 
to pre-COVID-19 levels. 

Dexus 10.7 Office REITs -16% 0.9 5.1% 2% 0%
Vacancy up from 4% to 5%. 
Rent collection 94%. NTA so far 
not impacted.

Mirvac Group 10.7
Diversified 
REITs

-18% 1.0 3.8% 2% 9%
Rent collection 81%, NTA down 
<2%. Resi inquiry above  
pre-COVID-19 levels.

Stockland 
Corporation 
Ltd

10.7
Diversified 
REITs

-4% 1.2 5.5% 0% 4%
Rent collection 82%, NTA  
down <2%. Resi inquiry above  
pre-COVID-19 levels.

GPT Group 9.1
Diversified 
REITs

-17% 0.8 4.1% -1% -2%
NTA -4.8%. 3Q rent 90%, 
vacancy flat at 94%.

Vicinity 
Centres

7.5 Retail REITs -33% 0.7 4.7% -2% 11%
Rent collection <40% 2Q.  
20% dilutionary capital raising. 

Aventus 
Group

6.2 Retail REITs -5% 1.2 6.1% 4% 15%
COVID-19 lifted sales. AVN 
continued to buy assets. 
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Source:  Company Data, Refinitiv, Wilsons. 
Price change 1 Feb to 24 Nov 2020.

A2 Milk (A2M): Earnings Risks Elevated

We have removed A2M from the Focus 
List (prior weighting 2%). In our view, 
while international borders remain 
closed, the ability to improve volumes 
in the key daigou channel is challenged. 
This creates downside earnings risk.

While A2M maintained guidance at the 
recent AGM, the key assumption the 
company is using to maintain guidance 
is an “improvement in the daigou 

channel”. With or without a COVID-19 
vaccine, we think this channel will remain 
difficult into early 2021.

New CEO risk (David Bortolussi begins 
early 2021) also creates earnings risk. 
At some stage the short-term return on 
invested capital (ROIC) profile is likely to 
be lowered given the need for additional 
investment in the manufacturing and 
supply chain.
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Disclaimer and Disclosures
Recommendation structure and other definitions

Definitions at www.wilsonsadvisory.com.au/disclosures.

Disclaimer

This document has been prepared by Wilsons Advisory and Stockbroking Limited (AFSL 238375, ABN 68 010 529 665) (“Wilsons”) and 
its authors without consultation with any third parties, nor is Wilsons authorised to provide any information or make any representation 
or warranty on behalf of such parties. Any opinions contained in this document are subject to change and do not necessarily reflect 
the views of Wilsons. This document has not been prepared or reviewed by Wilsons' Research Department and does not constitute 
investment research. Wilsons makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the 
information and opinions contained therein, and no reliance should be placed on this document in making any investment decision 
Any projections contained in this communication are estimates only. Such projections are subject to market influences and contingent 
upon matters outside the control of Wilsons and therefore may not be realised in the future. Past performance is not an indication of 
future performance. 

In preparing the information in this document Wilsons did not take into consideration the investment objectives, financial situation 
or particular needs of any particular investor. Any advice contained in this document is general advice only. Before making any 
investment decision, you should consider your own investment needs and objectives and should seek financial advice. You should 
consider the Product Disclosure Statement or prospectus in deciding whether to acquire a product. The Product Disclosure Statement 
or Prospectus is available through your financial adviser.

Wilsons contact

david.cassidy@wilsonsadvisory.com.au | +61 2 8247 3149

john.lockton@wilsonsadvisory.com.au | +61 2 8247 3118

www.wilsonsadvisory.com.au

http://www.wilsonsadvisory.com.au/disclosures
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